Adjustment through Water Trading
(Dairy-flavoured….)

Jason Leeman
Project Manager – Dairy, Northern Victoria

Today’s discussions
• Background
• Water trading patterns
• Water trading impacts
– Irrigators
– Industries
• Social Impacts
• Discussions

My Credentials…..

GMW Irrigation Districts

Irrigated Agriculture in GMW districts
• Dairy
• Horticulture
– Fruit
– Vegetables (tomatoes)
– Grapes (wine, table, sultanas)
– Olives
– Almonds
• Mixed Farming
– Irrigated cropping
– Irrigated meat & wool

Almond Plantings over past ten years
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Patterns of Water Trade
Some definitions
– Permanent Transfer of Water Entitlement
(PTWE)
“trade of entitlement = continuing access for
buyer”
– Temporary Transfer of Water Entitlement
(TTWE)
“trade in seasonal allocation”

Water price
Permanent $1400
Temporary $30-$90

Allocations
Goulburn 53%
Murray 90%

Permanent
trade
Temporary
trade

Permanent water movement 2003/04

Annual rate of change in water right 2003-04
Greater than 5 % decline
-5% to -2.5%
-2.5% to 0
0 - 2.5%
Greater than 2.5% increase

Historical Allocations & Temporary Water Market

$34 -$100 (Avg $65)
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$296-$950 (Avg $518)

Temporary water pool price 2004/05 – 2005-06 -2006/07
Water price
Permanent $2400
Temporary $300-$950

Zone 1A & 1B - Greater Goulburn
Pool Prices for Temporary Water
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Exchange No.

Allocations
Goulburn 27%
Murray 90%

2007/08 water trading issues
• Time taken to complete trade
• Trades fell through
The Strategy has 5 elements:
– Increasing prices

–
–

water conservation everywhere
water (with potable substitution)
Volumes notrecycle
available
interconnections (the grid)
new sources of water (rainwater tanks,
(wineries did not deliver
ondesalination)
indicative prices)
stormwater,
protect/enhance the environment

• Small incremental increases in allocations
• Price too high (rapid adjustment)
• Prices too volatile
Just want 100% reliability

2007/08 a balancing act - balanced by the market
Massive volumes of water redirected by market
• Vic / SA / NSW
•
•
•

The Strategy has 5 elements:
conservation
everywhere
Mixed farming & water
dairy
to horticulture
recycle water (with potable substitution)
interconnections (the grid)
Urban to urban
new sources of water (rainwater tanks,
stormwater, desalination)
Rural to urban protect/enhance
the environment

• Some water used for public benefit
– Water for sports grounds/parks
– Murray Hardihead
“Bureaucrats could never achieve better outcome”

Impacts on Irrigators
• Flexibility in production decisions
• Management of cash flow and debt
• Risk management
• (Impacts on other irrigators in the region)

Impacts on Industries
Dairy
– Temporary trade
– Buffer against drought
Horticulture
– Security
– Development
Mixed Farmers
– Another income stream

Social Impacts
• Opposition to permanent
trading out of a district
“Permanent trade is ruining farm communities”

• Support for temporary trading
“Temporary trade is a good thing”

In Summary…..

“We had a couple on the Water Service
Committee that traded—permanently
traded—their water. And at the next
election they were booted off. So I think
there’s a measure of what the community
thought.
And not only that but the community then got
concerned because they thought,‘Heck,
here’s two of our representatives on the
Water Service Committee. They’ve
permanently traded their water. What do
they know that we don’t know?’”

“My daughters were due to go away to school. And I
couldn’t find the funds to send them. And I believed
there was no point in ten years’ time saying, ‘Well
now I’ve got the money—now you can go to school’. I
sold a couple of hundred megs to put them through
school.
So I was a most reluctant seller … but it was
somethingI did for the girls at the time. It was my
aim, one day, tobuy it back, but that is a vision that
won’t be realised the way things are going.”

‘Permanent water trade is wrong, plain
wrong. It is going to ruin this district and for
no other reason than to satisfy a government
fad. It is going to bugger up this community
and it’s going to bugger up the river.
They could have had all of the benefits of
trade and none of the down side if they’d just
stuck with temporary trade’.

“The thing is, even with this water trading, all this depends
on the age of people. The old boys, you talk to them
around here, and there’s a lot of probably over-60 farmers
right round me, I’m the only one under 40 or 45. And all
those blokes just do the same old thing if they got 25 megs
or 200 megs: they just tip it out. It’s just what they’ve
done all their life—like my old man; I had to really nut him
down. I can’t make any money out of growing wheat with
water; we only pay $35 a meg for it but if we sold it on the
open market we’d get $400–$600 for it. We can’t make
money putting it out on our lucerne or our wheat crops
because you still have to get the crops off. And it took me
probably three years for Dad to start seeing that. Whereas
these other old blokes they haven’t got the young blokes
on their farm, so they are stuck in this mentality
of doing the same thing every year because that’s what
they have always done. The bottom line doesn’t really
come into it. If they’ve got some crop to strip at the end
they are bloody happy because that’s their life. They love
getting out on the old machines.”

“It is against their principles and values, but they
need the money and do what they have to. The crops
are in, but they are really only good for hay. The
water trade is a better option. Business is business.
But when the water is gone it devalues the land. The
properties look awful, terrible; it is not attractive
aesthetically and productivity-wise.
People might buy the land but they can’t afford the
water. It’s a snowball effect. So trade is OK for shorttermfinance but not for the long term.”

“I was asked my point of view about water trading at
a meeting and my answer was that I disagreed with
permanent water trading because I would hate to see
permanent water go from the Campaspe system
because it could shut it down and that will affect
Rochester businesses. About two days later a lady
came into my shop and she swore at me—and this
lady is not prone to swearing at the best of times—
and told me I had no right to tell her that she couldn’t
sell her permanent water right. I said that as a
business person I’m against selling permanent water
rights because it affects our community.
She was really distressed about this.”

“The benefits of temporary trade are enormous for
this district. There is a strong dairy industry, and a
lot of businesses have set themselves up to run at
somewhere between 130 and 180, sometimes 200,
per cent of water right. So, over nine to 10 years on
the Goulburn system without sales water, the dairy
farmers are really embracing temporary trade, and it
has been a means for them to continue to grow the
cheapest source of feed, which is pasture. With
temporary trade, the water still remains in the
district, and that tends to keep farmers happier.”

“Temporary trade is fine—yes, it’s good. It’s making
full use of the water that’s available. For years the
older farmers may have had, say, 500 megalitres.
They would never use it; It would just sit there. So
there would be no income earned from that water.
Temporary trade puts all the water out there and
allows it to be used. And for every megalitre that’s
being used you hope that it would produce some sort
of an income somewhere, and that flows on through
the town.
For the old farmer to let it sit there and never be
used, it’s no good to anyone.”

“Farmers sell their water and their farms become unproductive
and you wonder whether is it a combination of the water trade
and the drought or just solely the drought. I’d say it’s probably a
combination.
The average dairy farm’s got 200 acres with 200 megalitres of
water. Things get tight so the easy way out is for the farmer to
sell his water off. It’s been making around $1500, so straight
away he has $300 000 to clear his debts and he can try to get a
job somewhere.
The down side of this is that the farm is closed up: without water
it’s not going to produce anything apart from a bit of dry land
cropping. So, if the water is traded off and sold downstream
never to return, we’re getting more unproductive land. I could
take you for a drive around this area where there used to be just
dairy farm after dairy farm. There might be one every square
mile now, whereas there used to be 10 per square mile.”

“That’s one of these water things: you bag the
blokes that sell it until it gets personal, and
then you are glad you can do it.”

